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In the visionary tradition of Rachel Carson’s Silent Spring, One Square Inch of Silence alerts
us to beauty that we take for granted and sounds an urgent environmental alarm. Natural
silence is our nation’s fastest-disappearing resource, warns Emmy-winning acoustic ecologist
Gordon Hempton, who has made it his mission to record and preserve it in all its variety—
before these soul-soothing terrestrial soundscapes vanish completely in the ever-rising din of
man-made noise. Recalling the great works on nature written by John Muir, John McPhee, and
Peter Matthiessen, this beautifully written narrative, co-authored with John Grossmann, is also
a quintessentially American story—a road trip across the continent from west to east in a 1964
VW bus. But no one has crossed America like this. Armed with his recording equipment and a
decibel-measuring sound-level meter, Hempton bends an inquisitive and loving ear to the
varied natural voices of the American landscape—bugling elk, trilling thrushes, and drumming,
endangered prairie chickens. He is an equally patient and perceptive listener when talking with
people he meets on his journey about the importance of quiet in their lives. By the time he
reaches his destination, Washington, D.C., where he meets with federal officials to press his
case for natural silence preservation, Hempton has produced a historic and unforgettable sonic
record of America. With the incisiveness of Jack Kerouac’s observations on the road and the
stirring wisdom of Robert Pirsig repairing an aging vehicle and his life, One Square Inch of
Silence provides a moving call to action. More than simply a book, it is an actual place, too,
located in one of America’s last naturally quiet places, in Olympic National Park in Washington
State.



Praise for Gordon Hempton and his recordings“Hempton brings new meaning to the word
‘purist.’ He meticulously scouts out sites for his soundscapes…is totally in touch with his
environment as a listener, and…committed to bringing what he hears to a wider audience.”—
Smithsonian“Gordon Hempton is as rare as the thing he cherishes.”—Los Angeles
Times“Accurate and authentic as a tone poem from heaven.”—Vincent C. Siew, former Minister
of Economic Affairs, Republic of China“Instead of using instruments, [Hempton’s recordings]
open the ears to the sounds of the environment. I think it’s beneficial for people to be made
aware of this type of sound.”—John Cage, composer, as quoted in People magazine“One of
the most highly reputed and best-selling environmental recording artists in the world.”—
allmusicguide.com
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To every contributor to the Jar of Quiet Thoughts.Your heartfelt writings helped me realize I was
notalone in my thirst for natural silence and helpedme muster the courage to leave my more
preferredreclusive existence and begin two journeys—crossing America and writing this book.
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ONE SQUARE INCH OF SILENCE

PrologueSounds of SilenceThe day will come when man will have to fight noise as inexorably
as cholera and the plague.” So said the Nobel Prize–winning bacteriologist Robert Koch in
1905. A century later, that day has drawn much nearer. Today silence has become an
endangered species. Our cities, our suburbs, our farm communities, even our most expansive



and remote national parks are not free from human noise intrusions. Nor is there relief even at
the North Pole; continent-hopping jets see to that. Moreover, fighting noise is not the same as
preserving silence. Our typical anti-noise strategies—earplugs, noise cancellation headphones,
even noise abatement laws—offer no real solution because they do nothing to help us
reconnect and listen to the land. And the land is speaking.We’ve reached a time in human
history when our global environmental crisis requires that we make permanent life-style
changes. More than ever before, we need to fall back in love with the land. Silence is our
meeting place.It is our birthright to listen, quietly and undisturbed, to the natural environment
and take whatever meanings we may. Long before the noises of mankind, there were only the
sounds of the natural world. Our ears evolved perfectly tuned to hear these sounds—sounds
that far exceed the range of human speech or even our most ambitious musical performances:
a passing breeze that indicates a weather change, the first birdsongs of spring heralding a
regreening of the land and a return to growth and prosperity, an approaching storm promising
relief from a drought, and the shifting tide reminding us of the celestial ballet. All of these
experiences connect us back to the land and to our evolutionary past.One Square Inch of
Silence is more than a book; it is a place in the Hoh Rain Forest, part of Olympic National Park
—arguably the quietest place in the United States. But it, too, is endangered, protected only by
a policy that is neither practiced by the National Park Service itself nor supported by adequate
laws. My hope is that this book will trigger a quiet awakening in all those willing to become true
listeners.Preserving natural silence is as necessary and essential as species preservation,
habitat restoration, toxic waste cleanup, and carbon dioxide reduction, to name but a few of the
immediate challenges that confront us in this still young century. The good news is that
rescuing silence can come much more easily than tackling these other problems. A single law
would signal a huge and immediate improvement. That law would prohibit all aircraft from flying
over our most pristine national parks.Silence is not the absence of something but the presence
of everything. It lives here, profoundly, at One Square Inch in the Hoh Rain Forest. It is the
presence of time, undisturbed. It can be felt within the chest. Silence nurtures our nature, our
human nature, and lets us know who we are. Left with a more receptive mind and a more
attuned ear, we become better listeners not only to nature but to each other. Silence can be
carried like embers from a fire. Silence can be found, and silence can find you. Silence can be
lost and also recovered. But silence cannot be imagined, although most people think so. To
experience the soul-swelling wonder of silence, you must hear it.Silence is a sound, many,
many sounds. I’ve heard more than I can count. Silence is the moonlit song of the coyote
signing the air, and the answer of its mate. It is the falling whisper of snow that will later melt
with an astonishing reggae rhythm so crisp that you will want to dance to it. It is the sound of
pollinating winged insects vibrating soft tunes as they defensively dart in and out of the pine
boughs to temporarily escape the breeze, a mix of insect hum and pine sigh that will stick with
you all day. Silence is the passing flock of chestnut-backed chickadees and red-breasted
nuthatches, chirping and fluttering, reminding you of your own curiosity.Have you heard the rain
lately? America’s great northwest rain forest, no surprise, is an excellent place to listen. Here’s
what I’ve heard at One Square Inch of Silence. The first of the rainy season is not wet at all.
Initially, countless seeds fall from the towering trees. This is soon followed by the soft applause
of fluttering maple leaves, which settle oh so quietly as a winter blanket for the seeds. But this
quiet concert is merely a prelude. When the first of many great rainstorms arrives, unleashing
its mighty anthem, each species of tree makes its own sound in the wind and rain. Even the
largest of the raindrops may never strike the ground. Nearly 300 feet overhead, high in the
forest canopy, the leaves and bark absorb much of the moisture…until this aerial sponge



becomes saturated and drops re-form and descend farther…striking lower branches and
cascading onto sound-absorbing moss drapes…tapping on epiphytic ferns…faintly plopping on
huckleberry bushes…and whacking the hard, firm salal leaves…before, finally, the drops
inaudibly bend the delicate clover-like leaves of the wood sorrel and drip to leak into the
ground. Heard day or night, this liquid ballet will continue for more than an hour after the actual
rain ceases.Recalling the warning of Robert Koch, developer of the scientific method that
identifies the causes of disease, I believe the unchecked loss of silence is a canary in a coal
mine—a global one. If we cannot make a stand here, if we turn a deaf ear to the issue of
vanishing natural quiet, how can we expect to fare better with more complex environmental
crises?Gordon Hempton—Snowed in at Joyce, Washington

1 Silent ThunderIn this silent place, the noise is deafening.—Kathleen Dean Moore, director of
the Spring Creek Project, Oregon State UniversityIt was a clear autumn night in 2003 when a
thumping sound woke me from a deep sleep. As always, my bedroom window was wide open
to give me the feeling of camping and to enable me to listen. I live in a rural town so quiet that it
is possible to hear for miles. Out of the silence, I heard something new.It was a drumming
thump-thump sound that I took for pistons churning on a freighter or, perhaps, a new class of
supertanker. The sound path had to be a distance of 10 to 15 miles, halfway across the Strait
of Juan de Fuca, up Crescent Beach and the hill to my house on Washington’s remote Olympic
Peninsula. I take pride in living in a place this quiet.I listen to the world—this is my job and my
passion as an acoustic ecologist. I’ve recorded on every continent except Antarctica. My
recordings are used in everything from video games and museum exhibits to nature albums,
movie soundtracks, and educational products. More than 25 years of recordings in all manner
of natural settings have swelled my sound library to 3,000 gigabytes. I’ve captured the flutter of
butterfly wings, the thunderous booming of waterfalls, the jet-like swoosh of a bullet train, the
wisp of a floating leaf, the passionate trill of a birdsong, the soft coo of a coyote pup. I’d rather
listen than speak. Listening is a wordless process of receiving honest impressions.My specialty
is quiet, although I record other sounds, too. Quiet is almost too faint for human ears, but not
quite, if you learn to listen carefully. I listen carefully.The thumping of that freighter that October
night surprised me. It felt closer than seemed possible.If asked to choose my favorite sound in
the world, I doubt that I could do that easily. If forced, I might say it’s the dawn chorus of
songbirds, the sound of the rising sun as it circles the globe. But that would disregard the
murmur of winged insects as heard over many square miles in the Kalahari Desert, and if that
were my favorite sound, that would ignore the hoot of an owl and the way it bounces off the
cypress trees in Louisiana, and also ignore the clang of a church bell after it has echoed down
the narrow stone streets of an Austrian village. If I had to supply a single answer to that
question, my favorite sound in the world would be the sound of anticipation: the silence of a
sound about to be heard, the space between the notes.Thump-thump, thump-thump. Ten to 15
miles is a reasonable distance for deep, low frequencies under perfect atmospheric conditions,
but there was something different about this sound, barely perceptible, and this is why I
thought it came from a new class of ship. The last thing on my mind was that this thumping
noise was the first sign of a hearing loss. Me, of all people, the Sound Tracker. It would have
been like a mezzo-soprano wondering if she had nodes on her vocal cords or a painter
suspecting he had muscular dystrophy.But as the days turned to weeks and the weeks to
months, there was no escaping the obvious. I could no longer practice my profession. My head
was a cauldron of hums and buzzes and distorted sound. I could barely make sense of what
people said to me. If more than one person was speaking in a room, the experience was so



disorienting that I could only sit and watch others talk. Instead of words, I heard a strange
sound similar to a faint AM radio playing country music from the other end of a long hallway;
the words blended together, making the experience unintelligible. I learned to limit my exposure
to stressful activities, especially if loud sounds were present; they would only increase my
internal raging cacophony and drive me nearly mad. I frequently had to ask my son and
daughter to repeat what they’d said and speak slowly. Sentences became shorter, meanings
shallower, life duller. I avoided being with people. I went into debt, lost clients, and hovered on
the edge of financial and emotional ruin.I received lots of advice. “You have surfer’s ear. It’s
time for you to grow up and stop bodysurfing. If you stopped bodysurfing,” my father said
(often), “your problems would go away.” The go-away theory: If you stop this or stop that the
problem will go away. My hearing loss was being caused by something. Roy, my provider of
farm-fresh eggs, advised that if I tipped my head to the side and held a candle below it, my
earwax (the presumed problem) would melt out. He offered his wife, who’d bring a funnel, and
said I would really be amazed at how much wax will pour out. My cousin suggested, “Sit next to
the stove, turn the burner on high. And eat more broccoli.” His belief was that the infrared
radiation would heat my skull and speed the natural process of healing. And the broccoli? I
never bothered to ask. My friend Donna said, “Maybe God is trying to tell you something.
Maybe you have spent too much time listening to the outside world and not enough time
listening to what is in your heart.”Yes, I was desperate. I removed all my earwax (without the
candle and funnel), sat beside the stove, and searched my heart. The only thing that I couldn’t
do was give up bodysurfing.My heart told me that I was born to be the Sound Tracker. My
earliest memories of aural solitude had come at the bottom of a pool. As a child, I would hold
my breath and lie on the bottom of the pool until the world ceased to exist. Even when my
lungs began to burn and my body screamed for oxygen, I held on to my solitude. Then
suddenly, and often involuntarily, I would point my head upward and with a kick launch myself
to the surface, where I would burst into a world of oxygen and sound. “How many seconds was
I down there this time?” I would ask myself before checking the pool clock by the lifeguard’s
chair. I can remember one guard saying, “Nice job. I’m impressed.” But that was a kid’s game.
As I grew up, I sought to do more serious things. I studied botany. I wanted to become a plant
pathologist In the fall of 1980 I was on that path, driving from Seattle to Madison, Wisconsin, to
graduate school, when I pulled off I-90 and slipped down a side road until I found a place to
rest for the night, a recently harvested cornfield. Hands behind my head and ready for a deep
rest, I lay between two rows of stubby, shorn stalks. I heard a wonderful, layered chorus of
chanting crickets and began to smell the dampness of an approaching storm. There, on the
prairie, the thunder rolled in from far away, signaling rain long before it arrived. Again and again
this thunder boomed and echoed, growing ever louder—magnificent, deep, primordial, soul-
shaking sounds. I’d never heard thunder like this before.Hours later and thoroughly soaked, I
thought, “How could I be 27 years old and never truly have listened before?”My life changed
that night in the cornfield, though I didn’t fully appreciate it at the time. It took me a few months
to realize that graduate study at the University of Wisconsin was not the path I wanted to
pursue. I felt a new yearning, one I understood better after reading John Muir describe his life-
changing epiphany as “soul hunger.” Since then I’ve been around the globe three times,
recording the sounds and silences of nature. My hearing had become my life, my livelihood. My
hearing was everything.Three doctor visits and a CAT scan later, I learned that my hearing loss
was due to a problem in my middle ear. But nothing could be done, at least, the doctors said,
without the risk of making matters worse. Worse? The best thing to do, I was told, was to be
fitted for a hearing aid and hope that the matter cleared up on its own.To even suggest a



hearing aid was an outrage. Nearly all hearing aids are designed primarily to amplify and
clarify human speech, to hear what a person has to say. They do not make music more
enjoyable or nature sounds more audible.Back home, in a fit of private anger, I said out loud, “I
just want my old life back!” So I examined everything I had done a year before my hearing loss
and everything that I’d been doing during my hearing loss, regardless of perceived
significance.I had recently turned 50, and to celebrate this I began taking supplements that
were recommended to me by my brother, who is a physician and had been on a rigorous
vitamin and hormone regimen himself: high-potency B-complex, potassium, calcium, alpha
lipoic acid, to name a few. And to top off my new look, I also took Rogaine, applying it to my
head, to thicken my thinning hair. “A little is good, so a lot must be better,” was my philosophy. I
poured Rogaine onto my head like hair tonic and sometimes felt it drip down my scalp and
around my ears. All of this, my ear doctors reported, had nothing to do with my hearing loss.
Nevertheless, out of desperation, I discontinued all supplements and put away the
Rogaine.Then, about two months after discontinuing the supplements, as if God himself had
spoken to me, I experienced a sudden onset of completely normal hearing. Sitting in my
grandfather’s rocking chair next to my woodstove, I realized I could hear the crackle of the fire
and the once-familiar gurgling of the refrigerator. Then, as quickly as it had returned, my
hearing vanished again.I continued to abstain from all supplements. Time became my ally, not
my enemy. Brief periods of normal hearing came more frequently and lasted longer, then
blended together, fashioning an encouraging, nearly normal six months. I shared the good
news with my brother, Robert, who suggested I resume, temporarily, the regimen of vitamins
and Rogaine, to determine if this was indeed the cause. Right. Though of a scientific mind, that
was one experiment I wanted no part of. I never looked back and have counted my blessings
ever since. Today my hearing has fully recovered.We’ve all heard it said: “There are no
accidents. Everything happens for a reason.” When I hear this, I think of the great naturalist
John Muir, who lost his eyesight in an industrial accident while working as a young man at an
Indianapolis carriage factory. Thrust into total darkness, alone, and desperately wishing that he
could once again see, to fully enjoy the natural world as God intended, Muir vowed that if his
sight should ever return he would devote himself to “the inventions of God” and not to the
inventions of man. When his sight did eventually return, he began a 1,000-mile walk to the Gulf
of Mexico, “along the leafiest and least trodden path possible,” on his way to becoming the man
Americans know best as the father of our national parks.At a time when the world was perhaps
most musical, in the mid-to late 1800s, Muir was a dedicated and perceptive nature listener.
I’ve deemed him my mentor over the years; I think of him as a nature sound recordist who used
pen and paper. On every page of his journals he delves deeply into the finer points of listening
and describes, with an “ear calmly bent,” the music of nature, such as this description of
Yosemite Falls:This noble fall has by far the richest, as well as the most powerful voice of all
the falls of the Valley, its tones vary from the sharp hiss and rustle of the wind in the glossy
leaves of the live-oaks and the soft, sifting, hushing tones of the pines, to the loudest rush and
roar of storm winds and thunder among the crags of the summit peaks. The low bass, booming
reverberating, tones, heard under favorable circumstances five or six miles away, are formed by
the dashing and exploding of heavy masses mixed with air upon two projecting ledges on the
face of the cliff.In the spring of 2005, my hearing restored, my career as the Sound Tracker
back on track, I asked myself, “What good is perfect hearing in a world filled with noise
pollution?” After a good bit of thought, I resolved to make good on a quiet conservation project
I’d conceived of years earlier.One Square Inch of Silence was designated on Earth Day 2005
(April 22), when, with an audience of none, I placed a small red stone, a gift from an elder of



the Quileute tribe, on a log in the Hoh Rain Forest at Olympic National Park, approximately
three miles from the visitors center. With this marker in place, I hoped to protect and manage
the natural soundscape in Olympic Park’s backcountry wilderness. My logic is simple and not
simply symbolic: If a loud noise, such as the passing of an aircraft, can affect many square
miles, then a natural place, if maintained in a 100 percent noise-free condition, will likewise
affect many square miles around it. Protect that single square inch of land from noise pollution,
and quiet will prevail over a much larger area of the park.My hope is that this simple and, I
believe, inexpensive method of soundscape natural resource management will prove both an
inspiration and a helpful mechanism for the National Park Service to meet several under-
attended, codified goals, namely, preserving and protecting the natural soundscapes of its
parklands and restoring those soundscapes degraded by human noise.Begun solely by my
initiative, One Square Inch of Silence remains an independent research project. It has the
qualified support of Olympic National Park officials. Park Superintendent Bill Laitner hiked with
me to OSI on Easter Sunday 2006 and knows the value of preserving natural quiet through a
simple method that noisemakers can understand.When I periodically visit OSI to monitor for
possible noise intrusions, I note the time and, whenever possible, the noise level of the man-
made intrusion. Then I attempt to identify and contact the responsible party by mail, explain the
importance of preserving our last vestiges of natural quiet, especially in an environmentally
protected national park, and ask them to voluntarily avoid such future noise intrusion. With my
letter I include an audio CD that gives examples of the listening experiences that their
corrective actions will help save. The audio CD ends with a noise intrusion, making it easy to
understand that noise causes real destruction of the park experience. I post these intrusions
and contacts in the News section of my website, www.onesquareinch.org, so the public can
learn who is responsible for breaking the peace.Olympic National Park was chosen for One
Square Inch because it has a diverse natural soundscape combined with substantial periods of
natural quiet. Unlike other national parks, such as Yellowstone, Grand Canyon, or Hawaii
Volcanoes, where noise debates are long standing, air tourism at Olympic is still in its infancy. It
has no through roads, no scenic drive to its highest peak. To reach its backcountry, you must
go on foot. Because there are few noise intrusions in this wilderness, noise sources are easier
to identify than at other parks. Each habitat type (alpine glaciers, rain forests, lakes and
streams, and wilderness beaches) provides meaningful examples of soundscape beauty that
listeners can easily identify and enjoy. But all such pristine experiences remain endangered.
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Beau Gustafson, “Great read!. I have all of his published recordings. As a person who sits 1-2
hours a day in meditation I appreciate the time and thoughtfulness behind his sound portraits
of nature. This book is a glimpse behind the travails and wonders of the life he has chosen and
this very simple passion that most of us completely ignore. The sound of Nature without mans
interference. It is only in the last few generations that man has difficulty anywhere on this
planet listening to that kind of quiet. To be able to walk into the woods and hear the quiet hush
and hum of the contours of the land and trees and water. Gordon is embarked on a noble
quest. Though I think that few people understand it's vast implications.”

Jo Ann N. Nelson, “One Square Inch of Silence. I ordered this book for my daughter because I
had heard the main author in an interview on NPR " Fresh Air." As a musician , she is very
sensitive to the quality of sound in our daily lives. I believe that it is a subject that deserves the
attention of the public, and the authors provide varied (sound!) examples.I was disappointed
however, that the book did not include the sound recording that came with the original.”

WildFlower, “glad to know we are not the only ones that .... In a over stimulated culture, silence
is under rated, glad to know we are not the only ones that believe this!”

M. Lees, “A good read.. An important and enjoyable read. Hempton's book serves as a big
reminder about an earth that was once known but has since been subject to a barrage of
human industry. The writing presents in good form as we take a ride across the country talking
earth in a VW van.”

Sheri Hoffman, “... about this book on NPR--very thought provoking and a great read.. I heard
about this book on NPR--very thought provoking and a great read.”

Ashley Adams, “Perspective. True perspective on the state of our natural world.”

Elaine F, “Read this book, and you'll get lost in Silence. Did he find it, I wish I could”

Phoenix Johnston, “Wonderful informative and helpful.. This is an amazing book. For me it’s
has been helpful in regards to my healing! I have PTSD from severe trauma. This has led to



highly sensitive hearing. For years I have been angry with myself in regards to the noise in the
world around me. The book has taught me that you don’t have to have sensitive hearing to
want silence. It’s taught me that people have become so accustom to noisy environments that
the respect for silence/quiet has been all but lost. I have learned about the detrimental effects
of noise to humans physical health. I have learned that I don’t need to be angry, that I am not
the problem, that the world is unacceptably noisy and that to better the health of all people a
solution needs to be found for the noise around us and that the very few quiet spaces on earth
need to be urgently protected and more quiet spaces need to be made so that we can all get
back to hearing ourselves, each other and our inner wisdom. I’m so glad I read this book and
thank the author for his perseverance in the face of adversity .”

S, “Fantastic book, vital to the world!. I read this book with increasing fascination - as a sound
sensitive person myself, who struggles with noise even living semi rurally, it spoke to me in a
big way. Why does no one care that natural silence rarely exists anywhere in the world any
more?I found the book so vital I bought copies for several birthdays of friends and family
members.Please read this and pass it on to your friends!”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Fantastic. Highly recommended.”

BLOB, “Much enjoyed by recipient. Bought as a gift.  Much enjoyed by recipient.”

Phil, “Une quête du silence. Cet ouvrage est une quête, une recherche des derniers lieux
silencieux des États-Unis d'Amérique. Silencieux au sens où l'on n'y entend aucun bruit
d'origine humaine. Quête car ces endroits privilégiés disparaissent sous la pression toujours
plus accrue des activités humaines.Au fil d'un voyage qui nous mène du parc national
Olympique, près de Seattle, aux bureaux des administrations fédérales en charge de la
préservation de la nature et du trafic aérien, à Washington, Gordon Hempton et John
Grossmann, nous guident à la recherche des sons de la nature.Un livre passionnant qui met
en lumière l'implacable emprise de l'homme sur la nature, au plan sonore notamment. Un
plaidoyer enthousiaste pour sauver l'un des derniers espaces de quiétude américain dans la
vallée de la rivière Hoh, dans le nord-ouest des USA.Un regret évident, le livre dans sa version
papier, n'est pas accompagné du CD qui nous aurait permis de partager les ambiances
décrites...”

The book by Gordon Hempton has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 79 people have provided feedback.
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